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Abstract. Various tools exist to analyze enterprise network systems and to produce attack graphs detailing how
attackers might penetrate into the system. These attack graphs, however, are often complex and difficult to com-
prehend fully, and a human user may find it problematic to reach appropriate configuration decisions. This paper
presents methodologies that can 1) automatically identify portions of an attack graph that do not help a user to
understand the core security problems and so can be trimmed, and 2) automatically group similar attack steps as
virtual nodes in a model of the network topology, to immediately increase the understandability of the data. We be-
lieve both methods are important steps toward improving visualization of attack graphs to make them more useful
in configuration management for large enterprise networks. We implemented our methods using one of the existing
attack-graph toolkits. Initial experimentation shows that the proposed approaches can 1) significantly reduce the
complexity of attack graphs by trimming a large portion of the graph that is not needed for a user to understand the
security problem, and 2) significantly increase the accessibility and understandability of the data presented in the
attack graph by clearly showing, within a generated visualization of the network topology, the number and type of
potential attacks to which each host is exposed.
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1 Introduction
Attack graphs have been developed to aid in identification and correction of misconfigurations in enterprise
network systems, by providing a visual representation of potential attack paths [1–8]. Much work has already
been done in the generation of attack graphs, producing more efficient techniques for building them [6, 7].
Attack graphs, however, are difficult for a human to utilize effectively because of their complexity [9–11].
Even a network of moderate size can have dozens of possible attack paths, overwhelming a human user with
the amount of information presented. It is not easy for a human to determine from the information in the
attack graph which configuration settings should be changed to best address the identified security problems.
Without a clear understanding of the existing security problems, it is difficult for a human user to evaluate
possible configuration changes and to verify that optimal changes are made.
Previous works have introduced improvements in the visualization of attack paths and the overall presen-
tation of attack graph data. Noel, et al. suggested that complexity can be reduced through the use of protec-
tion domains to represent groups of machines with unrestricted interconnectivity [9, 10]. Lippmann, et al.
introduced visualization approaches to emphasize critical attack steps while clearly showing host-to-host
reachability [11].
In this paper, we show that by utilizing the logical semantics of an attack graph, one can 1) distinguish
attack steps based on their usefulness for a human to quickly understand the core security problems in an
enterprise network, and trim those that do not contribute much for this purpose; 2) identify attack steps that
share similar semantics, and thus can be grouped and presented as a single virtual node. These techniques
can further improve the visualization of attack graphs to make them more useful in practice.
For our implementation, we use the MulVAL attack graph tool suite [7, 12], which provides reasonable
performance and scalability for enterprise networks of a realistic size. MulVAL produces complete logical
attack graphs, which are easily mapped back to a visualization of the network topology, based on the input
data.
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Fig. 1. An example enterprise network
Figure 1 depicts an example enterprise network that is based on a real (and much bigger) system; we
will return to this example throughout the paper. The network includes three subnets: a DMZ (Demilitarized
Zone), an internal subnet, and an EMS (Energy Management System) subnet, which is a control-system
network for power grids. In this example, we will assume that host-grouping has already been applied,
based on similar configurations; the workStation node, for example, might be an abstracted grouping of one
hundred workstation machines with comparable setups. Both the web server and the VPN server are directly
accessible from the Internet. The web server can access the file server through the NFS file-sharing protocol;
the VPN server is allowed access to all hosts in the internal subnet. Outside access to the EMS subnet is
only allowed from the Citrix server in the internal subnet, and even then only to the data historian. In this
example, we assume that the attacker’s goal is to gain privileges to execute code on the commServer. From
the commServer, an attacker could send commands to physical facilities such as power-generating turbines,
which can cause grave damage to critical infrastructures.
A visualization of the MulVAL attack graph is shown in Figure 2, identifying a large number of potential
attack paths in this network. This visualization is produced by mapping the full MulVAL logical attack graph
(shown in Appendix A) to the network subnet topology, using clustering techniques similar to Noel et al.’s
approach [10]. The black solid lines represent connectivity between subnets and gateways (router, firewall,
et al.). Machines in the same subnet (represented as a rectangular cluster) have unrestricted access to each
other. The red dotted lines indicate attack propagation paths as mapped from the full logical attack graph.
This visualization omits a large amount of information from the original full attack graph, such as pre- and
postconditions for each attack step. We believe a simple visualization of attack paths directly on the network
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Fig. 2. Attack graph visualization
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topology will be useful in practice, since it relates the information conveyed by the attack graph to the
concrete entities in an enterprise network, and a system administrator will likely find it easier to understand
than the full attack graph (see Appendix A). Further information about the attacks can be displayed upon
request through user interaction.
Even after this simplification, the attack paths in the visualization may still overwhelm a user. In this
paper we will focus on how to further reduce the complexity through two techniques. First, we observe that
there are a number of logically valid attack steps that are not “useful” to an attacker. For example, an attacker
who has gained privileges on the workStation machine in the internal subnet has opportunity to exploit the
webServer in the DMZ. Though possible, this attack step is intuitively unhelpful to an attacker attempting
to reach “deeper” into the network, since the attacker would have to compromise DMZ to gain privilege on
workStation in the first place. Attacking “back” to DMZ does not add any additional privileges useful for
the attacker. Another example of an intuitively useless attack step would be attacking the fileServer from
the citrixServer; an attacker with privileges on the citrixServer already has all of the necessary privileges
to attack the EMS subnet through the dataHistorian and gains nothing useful by further attacking the file-
Server. Second, we observe that the complexity of the attack graph does not necessarily reflect complexity
in security vulnerabilities. Employing a compromised user account, an attacker can access the citrixServer
from the vpnServer, workStation, and fileServer; using a Trojan horse attack, an attacker can gain access
to the citrixServer from the fileServer. (The edge from fileServer to citrixServer represents both potential
attack steps). Although there are four distinct attack steps that can enable an attacker to compromise the cit-
rixServer, these attack steps utilize only two distinct exploitations. This fact is obscured in the attack graph
by the separate attack steps leading to citrixServer from different host machines.
We believe that the attack graph complexity can be further reduced. In order to make an attack graph a
useful tool for configuration management, we identify as a research challenge the need for presenting the
security problems expressed by an attack graph in a manner that enables a human user to more quickly grasp
the core of the security problem. Our contributions are:
1. We developed an algorithm to identify portions of an attack graph that are not helpful for a user to
understand the core security problems, and reduce the amount of data presented to the user by trimming
those portions. When the amount of information presented in the attack graph is reduced, we believe
that core security problems will be more quickly identifiable from the attack graph.
2. We developed a method to create virtual nodes to represent groupings of similar exploitations. In this
approach, each attack step edge leading into a host represents a unique attack on that machine. We
believe that this approach will increase the understandability of the attack graph data by more clearly
displaying the exploitability of each host.
Our approach to trimming attack steps ensures that all distinct attack paths will be retained in the
trimmed attack graph, while removing data not beneficial to the understanding of core security problems.
Host-grouping techniques have already been shown to be effective for reducing complexity [6, 9, 10]. We
show that further gains can be made in grouping similar exploits from multiple sources, which makes clearly
visible the number of exploits available on a given machine and all of the possible sources for each potential
exploit. It is easy then to see all attack steps that can be eliminated by resolving the vulnerability enabling
a specific exploit. When both approaches are applied, the attack graph from Figure 2 will be converted to
Figure 3, which we believe to be more easily understandable to a human user.
In Figure 3, attack steps that are not helpful in gaining a better understanding of network vulnerabilities
have been removed from the graph, reducing the total number of edges and thus reducing graph complexity.
The trimming algorithm for this approach is presented in Section 2. Our exploit grouping approach has also
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been applied in this figure, so the ”principal compromised” attack that can provide an attacker access to
citrixServer is shown only once, with edges leading from all possible source nodes to the abstract represen-
tation of the exploit and only one edge representing this attack leading to citrixServer. The other attack edge
leading to citrixServer from the fileServer represents the Trojan horse attack that can only source from the
fileServer. Shown this way, we believe that it is easier to see and understand the actual vulnerabilities in the
graph. The exploit grouping approach is presented in Section 3. We will discuss related work in Section 4
and conclude with a discussion of future work on these approaches in Section 5.
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Fig. 3. Attack graph with abstracted exploitation nodes and trimming applied
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2 Identifying and Removing “Useless” Attack Steps
In examining the attack graph, we found that many of the attack steps, while valid from a logical point of
view, are not helpful for a human user to comprehend the core security problems in the network configu-
rations. They share a common characteristic which is they do not reveal the most important vulnerability
in the system since the attacker does not penetrate “deeper” into the enterprise network along those steps.
While these steps contain important information that would be useful if one wished to block every possible
attack path, they can also be distracting to a human reader and often hides the root causes of the security
problems. It is thus beneficial to remove these less useful attack steps from the attack graph so that the
security problems become easier to grasp for a human reader.
We refer to attack steps that are not useful for a human reader to understand the underlying security
problems as “useless” attack steps. Intuitively, “useless” attack steps are those that would not gain useful,
new privileges for an attacker. Generally, these “useless” attack steps involve an attack on a machine further
from the goal machine than the machine from which the attack is made. In the example described earlier, one
valid attack step enables an attacker with privileges on the workStation to gain privileges on the webServer,
but this attack would not bring the attacker any closer to the presumed goal of accessing the commServer.
It is important to emphasize that those attack steps are valid and important to consider when determining
upon appropriate countermeasures. However, when the user is first presented with the attack graph, under-
standing these paths is not crucial for understanding overall security threats. It would be more beneficial if
the user can quickly understand the core security problems from a simplified attack graph. We will refer to
attack steps that contribute to this understanding as “useful” and to all other attack steps as “useless.” For
example, in Figure 4 the attacker’s starting machine is host 1, and his goal is to compromise host 4. There
are two paths: 1 → 2→ 3→ 4 and 1→ 3→ 4. Intuitively the attack step from machine 3 to machine 2 is
not useful, since it does not help the attacker to reach his goal. We would like to trim those steps.
1
2
3
4
Fig. 4. Example useless attack steps
The immediately obvious solution for identifying these “useless” attack steps is to implement a breadth-
first search algorithm to compute the distance of machine from the goal machine, as measured by the min-
imum number of inter-host attack steps necessary to reach the goal from that machine. Machine 2 in the
above example would have a distance of 2 and machine 3 would have a distance of 1. Attack steps that move
from a machine to another machine with the same or greater distance (e.g. 3 → 2) could then be labelled
“useless” and trimmed. While this approach would work in some cases, in many cases useful attack paths
would be trimmed. For example, this algorithm would also trim the step 1→ 2, and thus lose the complete
attack path 1 → 2 → 3 → 4. Actually only attack paths with the shortest length will be preserved and
all other paths will be trimmed. This will lose too much information, especially in cases when an attacker
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actually will prefer a longer path due to ease of exploit or better stealthiness along the longer path. Another
seemingly correct solution is to perform a simple depth-first search and trim the back edges in the DFS tree.
However, depending on the order of traversing a node’s multiple children, both edge 2 → 3 and 3 → 2
could be back edges in the DFS tree. So this method does not work either.
We have developed a two-level approach to identifying and removing “useless” attack steps3. First,
we create a directed graph with subnets as nodes and possible inter-subnet attack steps as edges. From this
directed graph, we then construct a dominator tree to recognize dominance and post-dominance relationships
between subnets with respect to presumed attacker location and his goal. The subnet where the attacker is
located will be the source node and the subnet where the goal machine is located will be the sink node.
Let d, n be vertices in a directed graph. d dominates n if every path from the source node to n must go
through d. We write d dom n for this fact. p post-dominates n if every path from n to the sink node must go
through p. We write p postdom n for this fact. In the subnet graph of Figure 5, assuming that INTERNET
is the source and EMS is the goal, some examples of dominance relationships are DMZ dom CORP and
CORP dom EMS. We also have EMS postdom CORP and CORP postdom DMZ.
INTERNET
DMZ
CORP
EMS
Fig. 5. Subnet graph, built from example in Section 1
For any two subnets X and Y, we then identify and trim all inter-subnet attack steps X → Y where
Y dom X or X postdom Y . If Y dom X, then an attacker who has gained privileges in subnet X must already
have privileges in subnet Y (or the attacker would not have been able to transition to X). If X postdom Y ,
then moving from X to Y will not help the attacker either since he would have to return to X in order to
reach his goal.
We will eliminate these attack steps because they are distracting for a human reader trying to comprehend
other, more enlightening attack paths. In the attack graph shown in Figure 2, every transition from the CORP
subnet to the DMZ is useless since DMZ dominates CORP. On the other hand, the transition from CORP
to the control network subnet EMS is useful. Figure 6 shows the application of this first-level trimming
approach to the sample network.
After applying the inter-subnet transition trimming, we then address intra-subnet transitions. An attack
step between two machines A → B in the same subnet is useful in only two cases. First, if the subnet
contains the goal machine, the transition is useful only if B is the goal. Any other transition within this
subnet is intuitively useless, since an attacker already has opportunity to attack the goal machine. Second, if
the subnet does not contain the goal machine, the transition is useful only if B would provide an attacker with
access to another subnet that would be deemed useful according to the subnet dominator tree, and even then
only if that same access is not available from A. In the attack graph shown in Figure 2, the transition from
3 Formal definitions for this approach are presented in Appendix B.
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fileServer to workStation is useless, since the workStation would not provide an attacker with new, useful
access; however, the transition from fileServer to citrixServer is useful, since, from citrixServer, an attacker
could access the EMS subnet. Figure 7 shows the application of this second-level trimming approach to the
sample network, after the inter-subnet trimming has been applied. The attack graph now shows three key
attack paths to reach the Citrix server, from which the control network subnet EMS is accessible:
Internet→ web server→ file server→ Citrix server
Internet→ VPN server→ workstation→ Citrix server
Internet→ VPN server→ Citrix server
A careful reader might ask why the second attack attack path is retained, given the existence of a shorter path
(3). As mentioned above, shorter attack paths cannot always subsume longer ones, since the exploits along
the path may be different. The exploit-grouping technique discussed in the next section can help further
reduce redundancies arising from similar exploits.
3 Abstraction of Attack Traces
Even after identifying and removing “useless” attack steps, many edges will likely remain in the visualiza-
tion. Humans assessing the data presented in the attack graph will benefit from the reduced amount of data,
but still face other obstacles to clear and straightforward understanding of the underlying security issues
in the current network configuration. One hindrance to easy understanding of attack graph data can be the
number of edges directed into a single host machine in the attack graph. In Figure 7, for example, the cit-
rixServer node in the Corp subnet is the destination point of four attack steps (shown in three edges), even
after “useless” attack steps have been trimmed from the graph. It is not immediately clear to the user how
many different possible exploitations are being represented, and how many sources for exploitations of the
citrixServer are repetitions of a single attack type.
Our solution to this difficulty is to create an abstraction of each exploitation with multiple sources, from
which only one edge will lead into the exploited node. In this way, it is much easier for a human user to
see how many exploitations are possible on a given host and what potential attack steps could be eliminated
by resolving the conditions enabling a specific exploitation. Potential exploits with only one source, on the
other hand, will be represented by a direct attack step edge between the two machines, to maintain as much
simplicity in the graph as possible.
In the attack graph shown in Figure 7, three of the edges that lead to the citrixServer represent different
source points but only a single security issue in the network, namely the uncertain reliability of the user
with account “ordinaryUser.” If this user account is compromised, an attacker could gain access to the
citrixServer from any of the three host machines with edges leading to the abstracted exploitation node. By
creating a virtual node to represent the existence of this security concern, it is much easier to see now that
if the reliability of this user account can be verified, most of the possible attacks leading to citrixServer will
be eliminated.
The full attack graph, shown in Figure 2, included a number of “useless” attack steps that are removed
by the trimming algorithm. The trimming also reduces the number of multiple-source attacks and thus the
number of abstract exploit nodes that can be created. For optimal effectiveness, this exploit abstraction
technique is applied only to the trimmed attack graph. The final attack graph is shown again in Figure 8.
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4 Related Work
A number of other previous works addressed the problem of how to use attack graphs to better manage the
security of enterprise networks [13–17]. The observations and insights from these previous works helped us
develop the approach in this paper, and our work either complements or improves upon them. Our contri-
bution is the development of formal, logic-based approaches to simplifying an attack graph for a human to
better understand.
Noel, et al. proposed a number of techniques for reducing complexity in attack graphs [10]. We adopted
some of the approaches in our work, such as using clustering techniques to show the subnet topology of the
network, and enabling user interaction to get more details of the attack graphs. Our approaches address com-
plementary problems in visualization, namely identification and removal of attack paths that are not useful
for a human to better understand the core security problems, and better represent attacks by grouping similar
exploits targeted at a single host. Noel, et al. also presents a notion of graph trimming, by removing redun-
dant exploits and allowing them to be implicitly conveyed in the graph. However, they do not systematically
address how to identify and trim the “useless” attack steps described in this paper.
Lippmann, et al. have built on the multiple-prerequisite graphs produced by the NetSPA system with
a goal of reducing attack graph complexity [11]. Their visualization employs spatial grouping and color-
coding to represent levels of potential compromise. Groups of machines with similar levels of exploitability
can then be collapsed, reducing the overall complexity of the graph. Our approach differs in that we do not
group machines with similar vulnerabilities, but rather create abstract representations of attacks, with edges
leading to the potentially affected machines.
5 Conclusion
We have proposed two techniques for improving visualization of attack graphs — reducing the amount of
data by identifying attack steps that are not crucial for a human to quickly understand the core security
problems, and grouping similar attacks targeted at a single host to better represent the number and type of
security problems. These techniques, in combination with visualization techniques developed by previous
researchers, will display attack graphs to a more human-readable manner. This is crucial for using attack
graphs to further automate enterprise network security management. A human can only trust a tool if she/he
understands its output. In order to further use attack graphs to automatically find the best way to fix the secu-
rity problems, one must let the human user first understand the security problems. Our techniques will help a
human user quickly identify the core security problems in an enterprise network without being overwhelmed
by the amount of information contained in the full attack graphs.
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A MulVAL Logical Attack Graph
1:execCode(commServer,root)
2:RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program):1
3:netAccess(commServer,iccpProtocol,iccpPort) 139:networkServiceInfo(commServer,iccpService,iccpProtocol,iccpPort,root)140:vulExists(commServer,iccpVulnerability,iccpService,remoteExploit,privEscalation)
4:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.56:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5
5:hacl(commServer,commServer,iccpProtocol,iccpPort)7:hacl(dataHistorian,commServer,iccpProtocol,iccpPort)8:execCode(dataHistorian,root)
9:RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program):1
10:netAccess(dataHistorian,sqlProtocol,sqlPort) 137:networkServiceInfo(dataHistorian,oracleSqlServer,sqlProtocol,sqlPort,root)138:vulExists(dataHistorian,oracleSqlVulnerability,oracleSqlServer,remoteExploit,privEscalation)
11:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 131:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 133:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5135:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5
132:hacl(citrixServer,dataHistorian,sqlProtocol,sqlPort)13:execCode(citrixServer,normalAccount)
14:RULE 0 (When a principal is compromised any machine he has an account on will also be compromised):0.5
15:canAccessHost(citrixServer)
79:principalCompromised(ordinaryEmployee)
130:hasAccount(ordinaryEmployee,citrixServer,normalAccount)
16:RULE 7 (Access a host through executing code on the machine):1
17:RULE 7 (Access a host through executing code on the machine):1
113:RULE 8 (Access a host through a log-in service):1
18:execCode(citrixServer,root)
19:RULE 4 (Trojan horse installation):0.2
20:accessFile(citrixServer,write,’/usr/local/share’)
21:RULE 15 (NFS semantics):1
22:accessFile(fileServer,write,’/export’) 112:nfsMounted(citrixServer,’/usr/local/share’,fileServer,’/export’,read)
23:RULE 16 (NFS shell):0.626:RULE 16 (NFS shell):0.629:RULE 16 (NFS shell):0.6 106:RULE 16 (NFS shell):0.6 109:RULE 16 (NFS shell):0.6
27:hacl(citrixServer,fileServer,nfsProtocol,nfsPort)28:nfsExportInfo(fileServer,’/export’,write,citrixServer)30:hacl(webServer,fileServer,nfsProtocol,nfsPort) 31:nfsExportInfo(fileServer,’/export’,write,webServer)32:execCode(webServer,apache)
33:RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program):1
34:netAccess(webServer,httpProtocol,httpPort) 104:networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,httpProtocol,httpPort,apache) 105:vulExists(webServer,’CAN-2002-0392’,httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation)
35:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.595:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 97:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.599:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5101:RULE 6 (direct network access):1
36:hacl(vpnServer,webServer,httpProtocol,httpPort)37:execCode(vpnServer,normalAccount)
38:RULE 0 (When a principal is compromised any machine he has an account on will also be compromised):0.5
39:canAccessHost(vpnServer) 94:hasAccount(ordinaryEmployee,vpnServer,normalAccount)
40:RULE 7 (Access a host through executing code on the machine):1 41:RULE 8 (Access a host through a log-in service):1
42:netAccess(vpnServer,vpnProtocol,vpnPort)91:logInService(vpnServer,vpnProtocol,vpnPort)
43:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 45:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.547:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.586:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 88:RULE 6 (direct network access):1
44:hacl(vpnServer,vpnServer,vpnProtocol,vpnPort) 46:hacl(webServer,vpnServer,vpnProtocol,vpnPort)87:hacl(workStation,vpnServer,vpnProtocol,vpnPort) 49:execCode(workStation,normalAccount)
50:RULE 0 (When a principal is compromised any machine he has an account on will also be compromised):0.5
51:canAccessHost(workStation)
83:hasAccount(ordinaryEmployee,workStation,normalAccount)
52:RULE 7 (Access a host through executing code on the machine):1
53:RULE 7 (Access a host through executing code on the machine):1
59:RULE 8 (Access a host through a log-in service):1
54:execCode(workStation,root)
55:RULE 4 (Trojan horse installation):0.2
56:accessFile(workStation,write,’/usr/local/share’)
57:RULE 15 (NFS semantics):1
58:nfsMounted(workStation,’/usr/local/share’,fileServer,’/export’,read)
60:netAccess(workStation,tcp,sshProtocol) 75:logInService(workStation,tcp,sshProtocol)
61:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 63:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 65:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.569:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 71:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.573:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5
64:hacl(citrixServer,workStation,tcp,sshProtocol) 66:hacl(fileServer,workStation,tcp,sshProtocol)67:execCode(fileServer,root)
68:RULE 4 (Trojan horse installation):0.2
70:hacl(vpnServer,workStation,tcp,sshProtocol) 74:hacl(workStation,workStation,tcp,sshProtocol)
76:RULE 12 ():1
77:networkServiceInfo(workStation,sshd,tcp,sshProtocol,sshPort)
80:RULE 10 (password sniffing):0.8 82:RULE 10 (password sniffing):0.8 84:RULE 11 (incompetent user):0.2
85:inCompetent(ordinaryEmployee)
89:hacl(attacker,vpnServer,vpnProtocol,vpnPort) 103:attackerLocated(attacker)
92:RULE 13 ():1
93:networkServiceInfo(vpnServer,vpnService,vpnProtocol,vpnPort,root)
96:hacl(webServer,webServer,httpProtocol,httpPort) 100:hacl(workStation,webServer,httpProtocol,httpPort)102:hacl(attacker,webServer,httpProtocol,httpPort)
110:hacl(workStation,fileServer,nfsProtocol,nfsPort)111:nfsExportInfo(fileServer,’/export’,write,workStation)
114:netAccess(citrixServer,sshProtocol,sshPort) 127:logInService(citrixServer,sshProtocol,sshPort)
115:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5117:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5119:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5121:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5 123:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5125:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0.5
118:hacl(citrixServer,citrixServer,sshProtocol,sshPort)120:hacl(fileServer,citrixServer,sshProtocol,sshPort)122:hacl(vpnServer,citrixServer,sshProtocol,sshPort) 126:hacl(workStation,citrixServer,sshProtocol,sshPort)
128:RULE 12 ():1
129:networkServiceInfo(citrixServer,sshd,sshProtocol,sshPort,root)
134:hacl(commServer,dataHistorian,sqlProtocol,sqlPort)136:hacl(dataHistorian,dataHistorian,sqlProtocol,sqlPort)
Fig. 9. Full logical attack graph, as generated by MulVAL
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B Formal Definitions
In considering the attack paths displayed in Figure 2, we found that many of the attack steps, while valid
from a logical point of view, are not helpful for a human user to comprehend the core security problems in
the configurations. Consider the following examples:
1. The attacker, after compromising the VPN server, can further compromise the web server.
2. The attacker, after compromising the workstation, can further compromise the web server.
3. The attacker, after compromising the Citrix server, can further compromise the file server.
Useless intra-subnet transitions In one type of situations, the attack steps indicate an attacker’s privilege on
machine A can enable him to further compromise machine B in the same subnet, but privileges on machine
B cannot help the attacker penetrate deeper into the enterprise system. Case (1) and (3) in the example are in
this category. Since the VPN server can already access all the machines in the internal subnet, moving from
the VPN server to the web server does not increase the attacker’s ability to attack machines in the internal
subnet. Similarly, since the file server cannot directly access the control network, attacking it from the Citrix
server, which can access the control network, does not increase the attacker’s ability to further compromise
the control network.
Useless inter-subnet transitions In the second type of situations, the attacker’s privileges on machine A in
subnet S1 enables him to attack a machine B in another subnet S2, but S1 is “deeper” into the enterprise
network than S2. Case (2) in the example is in this category. Intuitively, the internal subnet is “deeper” than
the DMZ subnet in the enterprise system. Thus, attacking from the workstation in the internal subnet to the
web server in the DMZ does not increase an attacker’s ability to penetrate deeper into the system.
We need a few more definitions to formally characterize what transitions are useless.
Definition 1 A subnet graph of an enterprise network is (V,E), where V is the set of subnets4 and E is the
set of edges between subnets. (S1, S2) ∈ E if there is a machine H1 in S1 such that H1 can reach H2 in S2
using some protocol and port.
Internet
DMZ
S1
S2 Goal
Fig. 10. A subnet graph
Figure 10 shows an example subnet graph. We assume that the attacker is initially located in subnet
Internet and he would like to gain some privileges in a “goal” subnet (e.g., Goal). This can be generalized
4 We adopt the normal meaning of a subnet as a group of machines that are physically connected behind a switch with unrestricted
access to each other (except for simple filtering to prevent source-IP spoofing or ARP spoofing).
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to include cases where an attacker has multiple start locations and multiple goals in mind. In such cases
we only need to introduce a dummy source node in the graph that has an edge to all the initial-location
subnets, and a sink node that has an edge from each goal subnet. The information needed to build the subnet
graph is most likely already available from an attack-graph toolkit, since it needs to analyze the topology of
the enterprise network along with the firewalls, router configurations, etc., to compute reachability relations
between hosts. We actually wrote very simple code to derive the subnet graph structure from the input tuples
to the MulVAL reasoning engine.
From the subnet graph, it can be seen that there is some ordering on the subnets. For example, S1 and
S2 are deeper than DMZ, since machines from the Internet can only access the DMZ, and machines in S1
and S2 can only be directly accessed from the DMZ. S1 is also deeper than S2 since S1 can directly access
the Goal subnet. When producing attack graphs, such topological order is not taken into account, which is
the reason why many useless and distracting attack steps are included.
We compute the dominator and post-dominator trees on the subnet graph to identify such topological
order. Let d, n be vertices in a directed graph. d dominates n if every path from the source node to n must
go through d. We write d dom n for this fact. p post-dominates n if every path from n to the sink node must
go through p. We write p postdom n for this fact. In the subnet graph of Figure 5, assuming that Internet is
the source and Goal is the sink, we have DMZ dom S1 and DMZ dom S2. We also have S1 postdom S2 and
S1 postdom DMZ. Computing the dominators and post-dominators in a graph can be done in almost linear
time [18].
Definition 2 A transition between subnets S1 → S2 is useless if either S2 dom S1 or S1 postdom S2.
Intuitively, if an attacker moves from subnet S1 to one of its dominators S2, this is not a useful step since
he already must have reached S2 in order to be in S1. Likewise, if S1 post-dominates S2, the attacker will
necessarily return to S1 at some later point.
Definition 3 An outgoing set of a host H is the set of tuples (host, protocol, port) such that host is not in
the same subnet as H and can be reached directly from H through protocol and port. We use outgoing(H)
to denote this set.
Definition 4 A transition between two hosts H1 → H2 in the same subnet S is useful if either H2 is one of
the target machines, or there exists s = (host, protocol, port), s ∈ outgoing(H2), s ∈ outgoing(H1), host is
in subnet S′ and S → S′ is useful.
Definition 5 A transition between two hosts H1 → H2 in two different subnets S1 and S2 is useful if the
transition S1 → S2 is useful.
The transitions between hosts that are not useful, based on the above definitions, are considered useless
and will be trimmed from the attack graph. In Section 1’s example, the transition from the VPN server to
the web server is useless since the two machines are in the same subnet (DMZ), and no machine outside the
DMZ can be reached by the web server and not the VPN server. The transition from the workstation to the
web server is also useless since the transition from the internal subnet to the DMZ subnet is useless. But the
transition from the web server to the file server is useful since the transition from the DMZ to the internal
subnet is useful. And the transition from the file server to the Citrix server is useful since the Citrix server
can reach the data historian in the control network subnet and the file server cannot, and the transition from
the internal subnet to control network subnet is useful.
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